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Kambi Group plc and LMG Gaming sign Puerto Rico sports betting
agreement
LMG Gaming, owned by Puerto Rican media company Liberman Media Group, will leverage the
Teleonce television network to market its ApuestaPR sportsbook brand
Kambi Group plc, the world's trusted sports betting partner, has agreed to a long-term partnership
with LMG Gaming (LMGG), owned by Puerto Rican media company Liberman Media Group, that
will see Kambi provide its high-performance sportsbook to LMGG’s ApuestaPR betting brand.
The agreement will enable ApuestaPR to position itself as the most exciting sports wagering
brand in Puerto Rico through a combination of Kambi's award-winning sportsbook technology and
services and marketing opportunities on LMG’s Teleonce television network.
ApuestaPR aims to differentiate itself from competitors through unique marketing opportunities
by combining the strength of Kambi's APIs and marketing tools with the top-rated Teleonce
television network and roster of on-air talent, as well as celebrity endorsements.
In addition to mobile sports betting, ApuestaPR also plans to offer a best-in-class retail
sportsbook solution through a large network of retail outlets across Puerto Rico.
Kristian Nylén, Kambi Chief Executive Officer and Co-Founder, said: "Partnering with LMG Gaming
is an exciting opportunity, as they are on a mission to create the most engaging sports betting
product in Puerto Rico.
"By leveraging Kambi's enhanced empowerment and marketing tools, alongside its popular
Teleonce brand, LMG Gaming will be able to reach its target audience and drive player
engagement through a bespoke betting experience."
Winter Horton, Partner at LMG Gaming, said: "We are very pleased to be partnering with Kambi for
our ApuestaPR sports betting business in Puerto Rico.
"After extensive research the choice was clear, Kambi is by far the best-in-class sportsbook in the
industry and we are honored to build our business in Puerto Rico with them.
"With our top-rated Teleonce television network providing unlimited marketing and our key retail
relationships, we are very confident that ApuestaPR will be the number one sports betting
platform in Puerto Rico."
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For further information, please contact:

Mia Nordlander
SVP Investor Relations
Mia.Nordlander@kambi.com
Mobile: +44 (0) 7850 910 933
Office: +44 203 318 6279
Chris Stutzman
Investor Relations Analyst
Chris.Stutzman@kambi.com
Office: +1 302 603 5137
About Kambi

Kambi is a provider of premium sports betting services to licensed B2C gaming operators. Our
services encompass a broad offering from front-end user interface through to odds compiling,
customer intelligence and risk management, built on an in-house developed software platform.
Kambi’s 40-plus customers include ATG, Corredor Empresarial, Kindred Group, LeoVegas,
Mohegan Gaming & Entertainment and Rush Street Interactive. Kambi employs more than 1,100
staff across offices in Malta (headquarters), Australia, Denmark, Philippines, Romania, Sweden, the
UK and the United States.
Kambi utilises a best of breed security approach and is ISO 27001 and eCOGRA certified. Kambi
Group plc is listed on Nasdaq First North Growth Market under the symbol "KAMBI".
The Company's Certified Advisor is Redeye AB.
Liberman Media Group

Winter Horton
whorton@teleonce.com
Mobile: 818-277-6858
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